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l.lNTRoDucrloN
In the decades immediately following the formation of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), the organization
wielded tremendous power on the international stage. Meetings of the
organization could have drastic economic ramifications, and were monitored closely by the international media.2 But this prestige has rapidly
been fading. With the sanctionsregime placed on Iraq following its invasion of Kuwait, OPEC lost one of its main members, and the respective
diplomatic weight of one of the world's top producers. Also, the organization has increasingly been losing their market share,due to production
increasesin non-OPEC countries. To compound this problem, infighting
within the organization and the failure of its member statesto respecttheir
production quotashas weakenedthe once tight resolve of the group. The
organization has lost much of its power in the global market, and is in a
steady stateof decline due to thesefactors.
To thoroughly explore this issue, it will be necessaryto discussthe
history and nature of the oil industry and the global petroleum market as
a whole; as well as the goo-political significance and the affect this industry has on the global economy. The founding of OPEC and the historical
evolution of its role in the global market will also be discussed,as well as
some of the main factors leading to the decline of the organization: the
rapid growth of oil production in non-OPEC nations, the inability of the
cartel to force its membersto adhereto production quotas,and the failure
of OPEC to pressureRussianoil producersinto cutting back their production in the interestsof maintaining a stable oil price. With the decline in
the power and prestige of OPEC, the future role of the organization has
come into question. The new role the organization will play in the global oil market will be discussed,along with the possible directions for the
future of the petroleum trading system.
Oil is generally measuredin either cubic meters(m3, 1000 liters)
or in barrels(159 liters). The global market generally relies on the imperial measurefor oil, so for this essaythe unit of barrels will be used. Also,
production figures will be given in the units of barrels/day (bid), or millions of barrels/day(mbld).
I. An earlier v~ion of this paper was prepared for Shelly Coggins (Economics 254.3) at the
University of Saskatchewan.
2. Fadhil J. ChaJabi, "OPEC: An Obituary'," in InlemationaJ Ecommics and International
Economk' Pc)/iq': A Reade/: 'Iltird Edition, Ed, Philip King. (San Francisco: Irwin McGraw-Hill,
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II. HISTORY OF THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Ever since early human history, man has wanted to have control over
energy; and throughout most of human history this took the form of the
ownership of slaves. But since the creation of machines that replace
human labor, mankind has come to rely on other energy sources.4 Watt's
creation of the steam engine in 1769 led to the industrial revolution in
much of the world, and enabledman to have energy on demand. This also
meant that the production process changed from relying upon human
labor to an increaseduse of fossil fuels.s
The petroleum industry officially began in 1859, when Col. Drnke
drilled the first oil well in 1itusville, Pennsylvania.6 The petroleum
industry grew gradually after this point, and took off with the invention of
the automobile at the beginning of the twentieth century. Following the
Second World War, petroleum increasingly grew in importance as an
energy source,and by 1%7 had becomethe main sourceof energy worldwide! In 1945,oil represented23% of the energy consumedworldwide,s
with this percentagegrowing to 35% by 1999.9
Oil has come to be the dominant fossil fuel used throughout the
world for various reasons. Oil has higher energy content, it is relatively
easy to transport, and is relatively compact compared to the other fossil
fuels. Coal is much heavier and bulky to transport, and burns much dirtier. While natural gas burns much cleaner than its counterparts,it is considerably more expensive to transport; as it requires the construction and
maintenanceof a pipeline. to
Petroleum is found in drastically varying quantities throughout the
world, distributed in a completely non-uniform fashion. The member
nations of OPEC possess800/0of the world's total proven reserves,with
about 45% of thesebeing found in the region of the Middle East.lt The
United Statesis the overwhelming global consumer of oil, and leads the
world in imports of petroleum products. About 25% of the oil consumed
2<XX»,223
3. Michael Rauscher,OPE"Cand the Price of Petroleum: 1heoretical Considerationv and Empil
Evidence. (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1989),9
4. Bjorn Lornborg. The Skeptical Environmentalist: Meavuring the Real State of the World.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 118
5. Lomborg. 118
6. Michail Economi~ and Ronald Oligney, 17M!Color of Oil: 1he Histo'): the MoIIeY.and the
Politic.v ll/the Worlds Biggest BILSiness.(Kary: Round Oak Publishing Company, 2<XX»,28
7. Ral5Cher, 2

8. Ibid,8
9. Total Primary~'

Suppi}. by' Fuel. Non-OPEC Fact Sheet (2<XX».Online 1J..x;wnent.

<http://www,eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/nonopec.hlm!>
10, Lomborg, 121
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in the world is consumedin the United States,with a per-capitaconsumption of oil 30 times that of China.12
There are several different varieties of petroleum found in the oil
reservesthroughout the world. Petroleum itself is composedof many different strandsof hydrocarbons,and rangesfrom lighter varieties,paraffinlike substances,through to heavier forms. The heavier varieties are primarily used for power generation, and ~refore must compete with coal
and gas for their shareof the market. The lighter types are used primarily to produce gasoline and other fuels for transportation, and cannot be
substituted for other varieties when the price of ~l goes up. This leads
to the market for heavier oils being more elastic and sensitive to price
shocks, while the lighter forms generally face an inelastic demand. This
also causesthe price for the lighter varieties of oil to be higher than ~
heavier ones. The oil itself is refined to produce a variety of products.
ranging from asphalt to jet engine fuel. Due to the many varieties of oil
found throughout the world, there are different prices found for petroleum. Some of the main prices used for oil are basedon Texas light crude,
Saudi-Arabian Light oil, and North Seacrude Brent.13
III. ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF ruE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Oil is considered the most valuable commodity of international
trade, and constitutes 1.6% of global GDP.14 It is estimatedthat oil is a
$2 - $5 trillion dollar industry, depending on whether oil is treated as a
commodity or a manufactured good for the calculation. For the sake of
perspective, "... the low number is 500/0larger than the size of the US
government budget; the higher number is comparable to the entire US
economy."IS The importance of oil in the global marketplace is demonsb'atedby the drastic worldwide economic effects of a small fluctuation in
oil price.
Fluctuations in the price of oil have huge consequencesfor the global economy. It is beIieved by many economiststhat the recessionand high
unemployment that occurred in the mid-1980s was caused by the high
prices that occurred. High oil prices result in a loss of real purchasing
power in petroleum importing countries, as people are forced to spend
more of their income on energy. This trend has been credited with fueling the condition of stagflation that characterizedmuch of the global market during '70s and '80s. While wages and non-energy costs remained
constant. the increase in energy prices accelerated inflation and unem11. Non-QrEC

f8:1 Sheet (2(XX))
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ployment. Low oil prices have beenshown to causethe opposite,causing
a strengtheningof domestic demand and having a positive impact on output and employment.16 Low prices also result in a dec~
in exploration and production, and lead to supply shortagesand political and ec0nomic instability in nations (such as Mexico or SalKii Arabia) that depend
on energy revenues. The stability of these nations is of vital importance
to the national interest of the United Statesand other Westernnations.17
Although there are many theories that we will soon be running
out of fossil fuel resources,the evidence revealsthat it will be a long time
before this occurs.IS Saudi Arabia's fomter oil minister - who was also a
founding architect of OPEC - is quoted as saying: "d1e Stone Age came
to an end not for lack of stones,and the oil age will end, but not for a lack
of oil."19 The Stone Age originally came to an end becausesuperior
methodsand materials- bronze and iron - were available to do a betterjob
than the stones.Likewise, the oil age will only end when there are more
efficient alternatives. Economidesand Oligney conclude their discussion
on how much oil is left in the world by making the bold statement:"We
predict that the world will not run out of oil for the next three centuriesat
the least."2o
IV. THE FOUNDINGOF OPEC

During the 1950's, the global oil market was dominated by seven
major oil companies (predominantly from the US, UK, and France), the
so-called "seven sisters". During this time, a free market for cnxie did not
exist. The Seven Sisters would "post" a price for oil, which was not an
actual price for trading but a point of reference for inter-company
exchanges. The host governmentswere paid royalties and taxeson a perbarrel basis,which was a fixed proportion of the "post" price. Gradually
during the 1950s,the Seven Sisters began to lower its prices, and consequently the host governmentsbegan to seethe oil revenuesthey depended on drop significantly}'
After the oil companiesunilaterally redocedthe price of oil in 1959,
the First Arab Petroleum Congresswas held in Cairo with representatives
from Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, and Kuwait. A resolution was passedat this
meeting, which required oil companies to consult with the host governIS. Eaxun~n
OIigney, 103
16. Rausc~. 3
.
17. Richanl N. Haass(2000, March 24). Economic: and Security Impilcatiom ofOi/.
bef«e the SenateCtxnmittee on GovenvnenIaI Affairs. Online ~
<hap:/ I~.

txook.edu/views/~

18. LcxnbofB.
19. Ibid,
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ments before making any decision on the oil price.22 This congresswas
the predecessorto OPEC, which was officially founded one year later
when the major oil companies rejected this idea and lowered the price
even more. This led to representativesfrom thesefour nations - and another Third World producer, Venezuela- to meet in Baghdad on September
14, 1960, where they founded the "Organization of Peb'OleumExporting
Countries," which came to be known as OPEC. Originally, the organization meant to simply freeze the postedprice for oil, and to prevent the oil
companies from unilaterally setting the oil price. The organization also
allowed the member nations to set a floor to the per-ban'el government
take, and ensuredthat the host governments were benefIting from their
resources}3 Over time, the organizationsgoals were expandedto:
"... devise ways and meansof ensuring the stabilization of prices
in international markets with a view to eliminating harmful and
unnecessaryfluctuations, due regard being given at all times to the
interestsof the producing nations and to the necessityof securing
a steady income for them: an efficient economic and regular supply of oil to consuming nations; and a fair return on their capital to

thoseinvestingin the petroleumindustry."24

.

OPEC initially helped to stabilize the price for oil. and was grcldua11y
enlarged to include Algeria, Indonesia, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, and the
United Arab Emirates. The organization managedto contain competition
in the global oi I market by ensuring that there were no producersable to
sell their oil cheaperin the international marketplace}5
Another event that is credited by Economidesand Oligney to have
led to the creation of OPEC was the "Mandatory Oil Import Program" in
1959. This program was passedby US President EisenOOwer,and was
essentially a protectionist measureto give preferenceto oil being imported overland (from Canada and Mexico). This program carne into being

for "reasonsof nationalsecurity,"and limited importsof crudeto ()o/o of
domestic demand. This program also created import limits for crude
products. The program had some success,with the domestic production
of oil being 2()oIopercent higher in 1968 than 1959, even in the face of
low-cost foreign oil}6
Throughout the '60s, the price of oil gradually rose, with the prices
being determined by negotiations betweenthe oil companies and OPEC.
In October of 1973,the OPEC nations agreedto start setting the oil price
21. ChaIBbi, 224
22._.

GeIteraJ If/fomration,

<http://www.<IpeC.Otg/>
23. ChaIabi, 226

24._.

Genero/f1Vi-IatjorI.

25. Chalabi. 226

(VIeIUIa: OPEC Secretariat, 200 I). Online documcnt
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unilaterally, without consulting with the major oil companies. The oil
price had been rising gradually, and the OPEC nations wanted the oil
companiesto sharemore of the profits with the host governments. When
the major oil companies refused, OPEC unilaterally increasedprices by
700/0,up to $5.11 per barrel.
About this time came another event which had a huge affect on the
international oil market: the Arab Oil Embargo in protest of Westernsupport for Israel during the Yom Kippur War.Another price shock occurred
in 1979 with the Iranian Revolution, after which the United Stateshalted
all imports from Iran, leading to an acuteshortageof oil in the global marketplace. In addition, the beginning of the Iran-Iraq war in 1980 caused
another price shock. This time period marked the peak of the power of
OPEC, as it used its control over its energy resourcesas both a political
and economic tool to achieve its own policy goals. The eventsof this year
and the actions of OPEC are consideredto be the eventsthat would eventually lead to the decline of the organization}7
The chaotic events that characterizedthe international oil market in
the 1970s causeda market backlash. and led to nations feeling insecure
about the future supply of oil. In 1979,with the energy crisis of the early
1970s still clear in the minds of everyone, US President Jimmy Carter
made a speechthat summed up the US administrationsbeliefs that the US
had become too reliant on OPEC oil, and that this should change. He
claimed:
"In little more than two decadeswe've gone from a position of
energy independenceto one in which almost half the oil we use
comes from foreign countries, at prices that are going through the
roof. Our excessive dependenceon OPEC has already taken a
tremendoustoll on our economy and our people. This is the direct
cause of the long lines which have made millions of you spend
aggravating hours waiting for gasoline.1t'sa causeof the increaSed
inflation and unemployment that we now face. This intolerable
dependenceon foreign oil threatens our economic independence
and the very security of our Nation."28
It is really amazing to see the similarities between the political rhetoric
used by former-US PresidentCarter and the recent tone used by current
US PresidentBush to push through his new energy plan, which also seeks
to decreasereliance on OPEC oil. This insecurity has led to increasing
development of more energy efficient vehicles, and to increasing use of
alternative energy sourcessuch as solar, nuclear,and hydroelectric power.
Gradually over time, the rate of growth in demand for oil has decreased.
26. Economides and Oligney, 168
27. Chalabi, 226
28. Gregg Easterbrook (200 I, M~h 25), "The Energy Trap." 71IeLos Angeles limes. Retrieved
at <http://www.brook.edu/views!op"/o2Ded/easterbr00k/200 I 03250/05Fresponse.hlm!>
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At its height, the rate of growth for oil consumption reached2 million barrels per day immediately prior to the first oil price shock in 1973,but this
rate decreasedto about 0.1 million barrels per day B a rate that has held
constant until presentday}9
V. EXPANDING PRODUCTION OF NON-OPEC

NATIONS

The energy crisis of 1973 also ended up helping non-OPEC producers by forcing the multinational oil companiesto look for sourcesof energy outside of the traditional oil-producing regions. Marginal fields that
were once unprofitable were now being developed, despite the larger
exploration and production costs. This led to d~v~16~mentaf ail reserves
that at one-time were felt to be unfeasibleto produce,but the higher prices
led to an increasein d1eir profitability?O (See Figure 1).
FIGURE 1: WORLD OIL PRODUCTION, 1976-2000
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During the late 1980s and early 90s, new advances in petrolewn
technology led to increasing exploration for oil reserves. Three- or fourdimension seismic imaging allowed oil producersto find more oil and to
exploit thesereservesmore efficiently, along with advancesin horizontal
drilling technology that allowed access to previously not exploitable
resources, leading to higher and more efficient production. Hence
increasedexploration had begun in regions such as the North Slope of
Alaska, the North Sea,and the Gulf of Mexico.
At one time the sole producer of oil in the world, the United States
has been losing its competitive advantage
graduallyoverthe lastcentury.
29. Chalabi, 226
30. ~nomides aIxI aligner, 102
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Oil wells peak in production immediately after they are drilled, and over
time they gradually mature and more capital must be invested to explore
alternative techniques to produce the petroleum. Grddually the production of oil decreases,and the production of water increases. For example,
a good well found in Texas could produce about 20 barrels of oil a day,
with about 500 balTels of water. This is compared to the generous oil
fields found in Algeria or Iraq, where wells may produce2000 - 4000 barrels of oil a day and with almost no water} I Also, due to the geological
nature of the formations that hold the oil in the Middle East,the actual lifting costs (the costs associatedwith bringing the petroleum to the surface)
are almost non-existentcomparedto most producersfound throughout the
world. Although SaudiArabia, Venezuela,and lt1anyother OPEC nations
have extremely low lifting costs for producing oil, the nature of the oil
reservesrequires that more capital must be invested in activating these
fields. In Saudi Arabia, the costs for development are about $3500 per
barrel per day for new production, which is about 3.5 times more than the
producersin the Gulf of Mexico must invest. This price goes up to about
$7500 for Iraq, and $]5,000 for Kuwait}2 But with all factors considered, most of the OPEC countries still have a tremendous competitive
advantagein the production of oil.
By the 1980s,both an increasein the domestic production of oil in
the US and oil coming in from the newly exploited regions led to a
decreasein the demand for OPEC oil. Between November] 985 and
February 1986,the price for oil dropped from $32 per barrel to $10 per
barrel, and the OPEC nations found themselvesscrambling to maintain
their shareof the market.33
VI. VIOLATING PRODUCTION QUOTAS

OPEC members continuously meet to set production ceilings, and
adjust its quotasto reflect the changing market. The organiZAltiongenerally attempts to adjust its production to maintain a target oil price of
$21/b,34but these quotas have very seldom ever been respectedand are
completely out of line with the actual output 'of the organiZAltion35(See
Figure 2). Although the members of OPEC have been decreasingtheir
production to the levels agreedupon in early 2000, it is estimatedthat they
are still producing 800,000 bid over their target of 21.7mb/d. In recent
history, the organiZAltionhasonly producedat its quota levels at the end of
2000 through to the beginning 200 I, when the production quotas were so
31. Ibid. 15
32. Economides and aligner, 15
33. Economides and aligner, 13
34._.
General J'!fomlalion.
35. Chalabi, 223
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FIGURE 2: CRUDE OIL PRODl"CTION VS Ql.OTAS
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high that most members were producing at their full capacity}6 Due to
this, the market has been largely ignoring the declarationsof the organization and they have begun to monitor its actual production volumes}7
With this failure of OPEC to ensurethat its member nations respecttheir
production quotas, the organization has failed in one of its chief objectives. The organization can no longer manageto get its membersto adjust
their production volumes to maintain a stable oil price, and therefore
much of OPEC's original power and prestige has been lost. One of the
stateswithin OPEC that has come under continuous fire for this practice
is Venezuela,which largely ignores the production quotas assignedto
them.
One of the original founding mel1lbersof OPEC, Venezuelais the
world's eighth largest producer of oil, producing 3.14 mb/d in 2000}8
Venezuelais one of the largestexporters of oil to the US, and currently is
the fourth largest oil importer to the US with its imports taking up 13%
(200 I) of the market.39 Over the last decade,Venezuelahas seldom ever
respectedthe production quotas agreed upon with OPEC. The country
continues to produce at its capacity, and it has recently sought foreign
investment to expand their production. The example of Venezuela
36. OPEC Fact Sheet (2000).
37. Chalabi.
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39. OPEC Fact Sheet

Online document
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demonstrates the lack of any form of enforcement mechanism in the
organization to ensure that its members respect their production quotas,
and demonsttatesilie relative futility of OPEC. Also. OPEC is having difficulty in getting oilier non-OPEC producersto resbict their production to
maintain a stableprice for oil. The dispute betweenRussiaand OPEC was
a very publicized issue in the pressrecently, and helps to display this.
When Russia's economy collapsed in 1998, its oil production
dropped drastically and the slack in the market was taken up by the OPEC
members.40 Russian officials claim that the OPEC nations profited
tremendously from Russia's collapse. and they want the organizations
members to lower their production and allow Russiato remedy its losses.
The oil sector in Russia provides one of the only sourcesof foreign currency. which is desperatelyneededto help the nation out of its economic
crisis. In the interestsof maintaining a stableoil price. Russianand OPEC
officials met in early 2001 to agreeto simultaneousproduction cuts. But
the evidence revealsthat Russiahasyet to respectthesecuts, and there is
much skepticism as to whether it will.41
Although Russia had promised to cut back its production of oil by
150.000 bid. the evidence reveals that crude exports have actually not
changed. In Januaryof2002. crude exports via the Transneftpipeline system reached2.6 millions bid. which is equal to the third-quarter level of
the previous year.42 The International Energy Agency (lEA) predicts that
Russia - the third largest supplier of crude oil - will increaseits total output by 440,000 bid in 2002.43 On March 6. OPEC Secretary-generalAli
Rodriguez claimed he was convinced that Russia would keep its export
limits in place for the secondquarter of this year, a claim that causedthe
crude oil price to rise by more than 3%.44 To help maintain a stable oil
price. many nations - including ooth member and non-member nations of

-

OPEC havesimultaneouslyagreedto defmiteobligationson slashing
their oil exports. Members of OPEC are concerned that Russianoil producers will not respect their commibnents. and the trade war will likely
continue for some time.45
VII. FuruRE OFOPEC
At the beginning of the new millenniwn, the world's demand for
petrolewn standsat 75 million banels per day. Over die last decade,this
nwnber has increasedannually by about 20/0,with die US Department of
40. David Lane, 71wpoIiJicoJ &onomyofRJl.uiall
Publishers.11.:" 1999)

Oil. (New Ym: Rowman "'li~fleld

41,Marina~hc~a (ZOOz,
Feb.7), RussianExportsSIKJwLIttle Signof OPEC(~mpJiulk'e. The
Oil Daily,
42. Dracrew
43,_,
(2002, Jan. 28), "OPEC Market Share Shrinks,.. 77IeOil a1w/Gas ~
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Energy estimating that the worldwide demand for oil will be 90 million
barrels per year by 2010.46 In the interestsof maintaining a stable oil
price which the monoculture economies of many OPEC nations rely for
governmental revenue, OPEC is pledging to lower its production again.
In January of this year, OPEC revealed their output targets for the year,
surprising many within the oil industry. The organiZBtionhas not seenits
market share drop lower than 32%, but this will occur if OPEC respects
thesetargets. It is predicted that non-OPEC production will also increase
by 810,000 bid, while the demand for oil is only expectedto increaseby
600,000 bid. This will put a further strain OPEC's production levels.47
OPEC members have been having increasing disputes in recent
years, over both economic and geopolitical issues. Delegatesfrom Saudi
Arabia and Iran have been using OPEC for leverage in their dispute with
each other, over geopolitical issuesand their respective roles in the Gulf
region.48 Also, power in the organization shifted drastically. The Gulf
War and the subsequentoil export restrictions placed on Iraq have left
Saudi Arabia with almost all the power in the organization. With Iraq no
longer having its strong voice in the organization, the other member's
views are basically irrelevant to the decision-making procesS.49
OPEC's future ability to directly influence the price of oil is in doubt,
as the organization is not a true cartel in that there exists many economically exploitable resourcesoutside the scope of the organiZBtion. Many
of the OPEC nations are so reliant on oil revenuesto fuel their economies
that they determine a certain price and production level that matchestheir
national revenue needs. This requires fixing both the price and production levels of oil, such that one multiplied by the other would generatethe
necessaryrevenue. But OPEC is an imperfect monopoly, and therefore
cannot control both the price and production simultaneously. Many of the
member nations of OPEC are relatively low-cost producers,and therefore
have some influence on the market share of their nations. But these
nations cannot determine the price in anything but the short-term. In
today's market, it takes time for new production to respondto price fluctuations, but the competition is there and the production responsewill
come.
44._.

(2002, Feb. 28). "Oil Rises as Russia Seen Keeping Limits." 77IeOi/ and Gas Journal.
45. Vitaly Makarchev (2002, Feb. I), "OPEC Chief to Visit Moscow to Discuss World Oil Market."
ITARtTASS News Agency.
46. Economides arK! Oligr-=y, 164
47. "OPEC's Market Share Shrinks"
48. Robert Priddle (1999, Dec. 8), 11reGet>p}/itics of Energy into the 2/11CenfIOJ! Energy Prices:
Reading the Ups and Downs. Speech mOOefor the International EneI&YAgency, Washington, DC.
49. Chalabi, 223
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VIII. CONCLUSION
At the presenttime, OPEC continues to be a dominant player in the
global oil market. But a cartel ceasesto hold the ability to use the
increaseddiplomatic weight of its unity, if it does not truly speak for its
members and these members do not respecttheir commitments. The oil
market is gradually moving away from one organization unilaterally setting the oil price, into a more diplomatic atmospherein which all the producing nations are sitting down at a table and deciding their respective
production levels. It is not necessarilysolely in the interest of the OPEC
cartel to maintain a healthy oil price, as producers the world over also
have a vested interest in maintaining their profits. Therefore, the "Cartel
that has the world by the throat" no longer really has the true power that
it once possessed,and may have outlived its usefulnessto its member
nations.
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